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The Eight Doors and the Human Herd
If you are any kind of activist, seeking rights for the dwindling European minority,
environmental conservation, population reduction, or a more just, sane, localized level of
government, you quickly realize that most persons with whom you speak act as though they were
in some kind of mindless hive or herd, controlled by a mass consciousness, rendering them
incapable of personal insight. If you watch just a little bit of TV and are listening to someone
who spends a lot of time in front of one, you begin to discern pre-packaged phrases and concepts
in the mouths of the drones with whom you converse. A tacit assumption by a newsbunny today,
e.g., that “multiculturalism” is desirable, becomes ingrained in their thinking without ever
questioning what, in reality, that term actually means, why only a minority of secret societybased politicians has begun to use the term in recent decades, or who is to be destroyed in the
process.
In response, you develop theories on why most people can't perceive factual reality- even when
it is obvious. Those of us who can see “the conspiracy” have conversations that address most
peoples' inability to comprehend the well-documented arguments, which we use to describe the
process of collective enslavement and exploitation. We try to understand how and why they do
not use critical thinking and analysis to better comprehend what is served to them as consensual
reality.
The most common explanation to be arrived at is that most people just “don't want to see” what
is really going on. Extremely evil men and women who make up the world's power-elite have
cleverly cultivated a virtual pasture so grass green that few people seldom, if ever, bother to look
up from where they are grazing long enough to notice the brightly colored tags stapled to their
ears. The same people who cannot see their enslavement for the pasture grass have a tendency to
view as insane “conspiracy theorists” those of us who can see the past the farm and into the
parlor of his feudal lordship's castle. Finally, I understand why. It's not that those who don't see
that their freedom is vanishing under the leadership of the power-elite “don't want to see it” -they simply can't see what is happening to them because of the unopened doors, with whole
other dimensions, locked from their view.
All human endeavors are a filtration process. Sports is one of the best examples. We play
specific sports until we get kicked off the playground. The pro athletes we pay big bucks to
watch just never got kicked off the playground. Millions of kids play little league each spring,
unnoticed. They are filtered out until there are about 50 guys who go to the World Series in
October.
Before opening the first door: There are over eight billion people on the planet. Most of them
will think of little more than the basic physical functions, reproduction, responsibilities toward
offspring, maintaining the home space, and the mass entertainment used to create an orderly,
unified herd. They live and die without seriously contemplating anything other than what it takes
to keep their lives together. Ninety percent of all humanity live and die without opening the first
door.
The first door: Ten percent of us will open the first door and find the world of politics. We will
vote, be active and have an opinion. Our opinions are shaped by our conditioning, world-view,
and assumptions; we tend to believe that government officials, network media personalities and
other “experts” are voices of authority. We think that our vote counts and ignore the fact
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that religious pressure groups, industry self-interest groups, and privileged ethnic groups set
policy and buy political power collectively for their own self-interests. Another room behind this
door is the belief in Causes rather than politics. Most of us in this room believe slogans, such as
“Save the Earth” means that an organization is actually planning policies that will save it from
the ravages of over-development, driven by over population, without its ever having tackled such
core issues, or that Freedom from Big Government or Cutting the Deficit will occur when you
elect a conservative (that’s their slogan), when, in fact government grows far larger and the
deficits under Reagan or Bush reach record heights. ”Watch the slogan,” they tell believers in
Causes, “not the results.” Ninety percent of the people in this group will live and die without
having opened the second door.
The second door: Ten percent of these will open the second door to explore the world of history,
the relationship between man and government and the meaning of self-government through
constitutional and common law. History can show precedents and repetitive patterns in collective
human behavior. Some few within will begin to understand economic principles and realize that
money is an illusion, debt a contract, and that economic reality is set by arbitrary rules. Others
will begin to explore the dynamics of social systems, realizing the push and pull of out-groups,
in-groups, and the development of mass consciousness. Some of these will come to know core
human behaviors as a hierarchical primate, looking for pack identification and leadership, and
our innate manifestation of territoriality, thereby beginning to behave as self-determined
individuals. Ninety percent of the people in this group will live and die without opening the third
door.
The third door: Ten percent of the previous group will open the third door to find that the
resources of the world, including people, are controlled by extremely wealthy and powerful
families whose incorporated old world assets have, with modern extortion strategies, licensing
requirements, regulations, and laws, become the foundation upon which the world's economy is
currently indebted. Ninety percent of the people in this group will live and die without opening
the fourth door.
The fourth door: Ten percent of us will open the fourth door to discover the Committee of 300,
the Illuminati, Skull & Bones, Freemasonry and the other secret societies. These societies use
symbols and perform ceremonies that perpetuate the generational transfers of arcane knowledge
that is used to keep the ordinary people in political, economic and spiritual bondage to the oldest
bloodlines on earth. Ninety percent of the people in this group will live and die without opening
the fifth door.
The fifth door: Ten percent of us will open the fifth door to learn that at the top layer, secret
society members are so far advanced technologically that time travel and interstellar
communications have no boundaries and controlling the actions of people is what their members
do as offhandedly as we tell our children when they must go to bed. Many of those who do reach
this level of reality perception simultaneously develop a nihilistic coping response, caring not
that a tiny, alien minority may rule them and feeling irritated that anyone has brought any aspect
of this to their attention Ninety percent of the people in this group will live and die without
opening the sixth door.
The sixth door: Ten percent of us will enter the sixth level where the dragons and lizards and
aliens we thought were the fictional monsters of childhood literature are real and are the
controlling forces behind the secret societies. It cannot be known from outside these
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cryptocracies whether these beings are in our dimension or are mere representations of the
human mind in the ranks of the elites, thinking with an early-developed, Reptilian part of the
brain or whether their behavior and goals reflect the infiltration of a reptilian consciousness that
is extradimensional into their minds. Ninety percent of the people in this group will live and die
without opening the seventh door.
The seventh door: I do not know what is behind the seventh door. I think it is where your
personal evolution has reached the point that you can know all of this, yet remain sane, centered,
and functional. At this level, you try to make a difference, and to use reason and/or action to
open the doors to others. Just because the world is ruled by brute force, straightjackets of law
and religion, you try to exercise freedom in relating to those around you and to brighten their
spaces and your own in an act of existential rebellion. You realize that, with the doors open, the
only way that the evil cryptocracy could exert this much control over the lives of men is in the
absence of a person "God/Allah/Yahweh/Force" that would have counterweighted or prevented
it. Such luminaries as Nietzsche, Evola, Salk, Haushofer, Heisenberg, Tesla, Pound or
Heidegger, gave themselves tirelessly to the pursuit of facts, no matter where it led them and
knew that to perpetuate another's mythology to create a false sense of comfort and belief in
ultimate justice simply served those who control the herd.
The eighth door? Opening the eighth door is something that even those at the seventh level of
awareness do on only a fleeting, momentary basis. Here, they enter what our Nordic ancestors
called "Ginungagap," the "Cleft between worlds," a state of pure, undifferentiated, impersonal
energy and realize that this has been flowing through them all the rest of the time. They interact
with it, using thought-forms (what Tibetans call "Tulpas") to attune to that power, linking with
the higher, collective unconscious, and conscious projections of their Folk, to create a better
reality, no matter how long that may take. There may be fewer than 80,000 persons who reach
this level, and those who do will find it increasingly difficult to relate to persons of other reality
levels
Those who are stuck within levels one through five have little choice but to view the people who
have opened the doors beyond them as insane. To accept that any of the upper levellers’
understandings is correct would shake the lower level denizen’s fundamental worldviews and
assumptions. Thus, as each door is held ajar, exponentially shrinking numbers of increasingly
enlightened people are deemed insane by exponentially increasing masses of decreasingly
enlightened people. Adding to the irony, the harder a “sixth or better leveler” tries to explain
what he is able to see to those who can't, the more insane he appears to them.
The state is simply the reflection of the herd and the corral in which they feel identified, safe,
and comfortable. Behind the first two doors are locked the great majority of people on the planet.
They are tools of the state: Second levelers are the gullible voters whose ignorance justify the
actions of politicians who send first in-dwellers off to die in foreign lands as cannon fodder -their combined stations in life are to believe that the self-serving machinations of the power-elite
are matters of national security worth dying for. Third, fourth, fifth and sixth room dwellers are
of increasing liability to the state because of their decreasing ability to be used as tools to
consolidate power and wealth of the many into the hands of the power-elite. It is common for
these people to sacrifice more of their relationships with friends and family, their professional
careers and personal freedom with each door they open.
Since little difference can be made in the outcome of the planet, one might ask why doors should
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be opened and levels stepped onto. It is our destiny as humans to be all that we can be, and to
feel fully alive means stepping toward that next level, wherever it is for you. When we
reincarnate, and have expended considerable energy toward self-evolution, we tend to be reborn
into a higher level of innate awareness. If and when enough people make this happen for
themselves, there will be an earth plane of free creatures, exploring all that life has to offer,
rather than the regimented herd. At any level, a step up gives one a sense of mystical wholeness
(gestalt), and is worth the effort. As one understands more, the sense of powerlessness begins to
fade. One realizes that, even if the individual is otherwise powerless, there is always the power
to learn and to know, then to try to share the knowing.
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